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I first became aware of the work of Tyza Stewart at the 2011 
end of year graduate show at the Queensland College of Art. 
How could I not? The work she exhibited was a small oil on 
board of two men having sex, looked  on upon by a small girl 
– I was not to know it yet, but it is Stewart herself – who is 
crouched down to one side of them. It was a quite confronting 
image, playing as it did on the taboo of child sexuality and 
coming in the wake of the not-so-long-ago Henson scandal. 
Of course, for those who have read a little psychoanalysis, one 
can’t help thinking of Freud’s famous hypothesis of the 
“primal scene”, the child’s necessarily repressed memory of 
seeing their parents have sex. Stewart has denied that this is 
her intent – and, undoubtedly, staging the scene with two men 
is a displacement of it – but then she would say that. The 
primal scene is the psychoanalytic moment when we don’t 
know what we know because what the child is said to see is 
understood to point towards the utter contingency of their own 
existence: the fact that, if their parents hadn’t met and come 
together in this way, they wouldn’t be there to see it at all. 
  
Now Stewart is making images of women with penises. 
Again, they are self-portraits of a sort, based either on 
reflections of herself in a mirror in the present or on 
photographs taken of her as a child. But perhaps to describe 
them as self-portraits with a penis is a little inaccurate, 
because in a number of them, although a penis is suggested 
(for example, by a hand cupped as though to masturbate), it is 
not actually there. It is indicated by a kind of gap or absence 
in the image, precisely where the artist has not completed her 
self-representation. And, in fact, this latest set of images 
follows another immediately preceding it in which the genitals 
of the sitter (always Stewart) are simply missing. For 
example, in one particularly revealing image we have Stewart 
lying back like a pornographic centrefold, but again with an 
absence between her legs where her genitals should be. In a 
sense, that is, if we look at the two series in sequence, it is as 
though these more recent penises, or at least the more detailed 
spaces, come to take the place of what was before a simple 
hole or lack. That amorphous space between Stewart’s legs 
we have to read as a missing penis, or it as though this penis 
mysteriously takes shape before our eyes, filling up like an 
inflatable toy. 
  
It’s hard to tell, looking at Stewart’s work, whether she is a 
young woman fantasising at being a man or she is looking at 
men from the point of view of a woman. Certainly, she seems 
to have something strange and uncanny to tell us about male 
sexuality. There is a wonderful joke in Woody Allen’s film 
Zelig, in which the character Zelig, at the time pretending to 
be a psychoanalyst, tells the analyst trying to analyse him: “I 
split with Freud over the concept of penis envy. Freud thought 
it should be confined to women”.  And the same kind of 
inversion of psychoanalytic “common sense” is to be found 
here. In Stewart’s painting, it is not somehow the women who 
lack penises, but the penis itself that grows out of the lack of 
the woman. It is her “absence” that comes first and that the 
penis comes to cover over. Much as with the great male nudes 
throughout art history – think of the famous Papal disputes as 
to whether Michelangelo’s Adam should be covered over – 
the penis is itself a kind of figleaf hiding an essential  
modesty. No, nothing as non-threatening as its mere size, but 
the fact that it doesn’t exist at all. Or at least we might say of 
all of those figleafs: maybe they are covering nothing at all. 
Maybe the figleaf is designed only to make us believe that 
there is something beneath it. 
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